
 A column known for Erika’s uncommon common sense and brilliant solutions 
to any medical, health or pain management questions:

Q:  “My Mother lives alone and does pretty well, but she’s just starting to have enough trouble getting up and 
down, enough to concern us.  Do you have any ideas?”

A:  Yes!  I have seen it all, but after much testing and feedback, my 
favorite products that help people get up off couches or almost  
anywhere in the house: 

Couch Cane, Toilet Seat Safety Support and the Healthcraft 
Superpole installs with no damage to the ceiling or floors.

For assistance getting down and up off the toilet:  The Airlift three in one  
hydraulic toilet seat riser gently eases you down and raises your mom up. 

A Raised Toilet Seat with Arms is ideal as well, and this is my favorite by far!
It has a nice big opening that feels natural for easy personal care, and the  
arms can be fixed or removable.  It locks directly on the toilet so it doesn’t  
move around or risk slipping out.
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Q: I’m only 43, but I live alone and nearly broke my neck slipping in the bathtub.   
My cat cannot do much to help, so what do you suggest?

A:  Where do I begin!?  I will hone in my favorite products. The 
simplest is to place Tub Safety Treads inside your tub or shower. 

Two other great ideas would include this Ergonomic Tub Safety Bar 
that fits on almost any bathtub, including those with tracks from 
sliding glass doors. 

If you have a marble shower or you want Grab Bars and don’t want 
to drill holes in your walls, you can use Portable Suction Grab Bars 
in strategic positions of your choice.  There are cheaper ones out 
there, but this model is medically safe and will not slip when you 
need it most.  

Another simple solution is a Bath Mat of this nature that lets you cut it to the 
exact size you need, and it doesn’t block your drain.  

For more detail, please sign up for our 
FREE monthly Discovery Digest email and  
order a free print catalog for yourself, your  
doctor, and a friend in the meantime.
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